NextGen Autism Technology

*Imagining the next generation of technology for neurodiverse communities*

We are recruiting autistic adults for a research study. We are designing new ways technology could be used when communicating and collaborating with other people.

If you participate, you will be given a set of game design activities to complete from your home. These activities involve brainstorming and creating game play objects and ideas that represent different aspects of conversations. We will mail you instructions, a design journal, and materials.

You will receive $75 for completing the design activities.

You are invited to join if you are:
- On the autism spectrum
- 18-32 years old
- Can complete design activities (brainstorming, creating) from your home in July - August 2020.

Email the University of Washington researchers at vsrs@uw.edu to sign up or find out more.

This research has been approved by the UW Institutional Review board.
(IRB ID #: STUDY00006307)